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The following are the questions presented to the Shaykh with the corresponding minute marker from the audio:

1. We have meetings on the phone with several Shuyūkh and people of Sunnah that many of the brothers - especially non-Arabic speakers - benefit from but there is only one translator who translates these classes into German. Is it a must upon this brother to translate as a form of Fard al-'Ayn (a compulsory act upon him that he must fulfil)? [00:00:40]

2. Can children write the Names of Allāh and hang it up on the wall for learning purposes only? [00:14:32]

3. What is the ruling on children dressing up as princesses, fairies etc. for role-playing? [00:17:52]

4. In the UK attacks on Muslim women have risen and I have personally experienced them. What would you advise us sisters in the UK who have to deal with the abuse we are getting from the people because of our niqāb? [00:23:36]
5. Is playing the Qur’ān for non-Muslims from the means of da’wah that are permissible? [00:29:54]

6. I am 15 years old and my dad is saying that I should go to my homeland (Somalia) and live there and marry there but I do not want to and my mom is saying that I should stay here in England and finish my studies and work here. What do you advise me with O Shaykh? [00:41:55]

7. Why are the Jews referred to as the chosen people? [00:45:43]

8. Regarding the shaving of a newborn’s hair, is there any authentic narration about shaving it more than once? Or is once sufficient? [00:57:05]

9. Is it better to clean a baby’s private parts with the left hand and does touching the private part break the wuḍū’? [00:57:44]